Smartphones and Mobile Device Management
“as a Service”
Startup everphone leases mobile devices with inclusive Mobile Device
Management solution by Cortado

The phone-as-a-service provider
everphone successfully launched
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in 2016 with the idea of completely
relieving companies from the bur-

everphone is the one-stop solution for corporate smartphones.

den of provisioning and maintaining

Since 2016, the start-up has been offering an innovative concept

smartphones and tablets. In sum-

for the procurement, management and integration of mobile de-

mer 2020, the Berlin-based venture

vices such as smartphones and tablets in a corporate context. The

capitalist, Signals Venture Capital,

„Phone as a Service“ rental model gives employees a free choice of

invested 34 million euros in a Series

company phones, allows flexible upgrades and device changes and

B financing round. Three new inves-

includes both GDPR-compliant Mobile Device Management (MDM)

tors - U.S. VC Alleycorp, the Dutch

and a replacement service in case of defects. everphone was found-

bank NIBC and Deutsche Telekom -

ed by former CHECK24 board member Jan Dzulko and employs over

also joined the Berlin start-up.

60 people in Berlin. In addition to numerous start-ups and SMEs,
everphone customers include global players such as Axel Springer

The core idea of the Checkpoint

and Ernst & Young.

Charlie-based start-up is as simple
as it is ingenious: smartphones and
tablets are rented to companies in
an all-inclusive, carefree package.
The service includes much more
than just long-term rental of the
devices - for example, replacement
of devices in case of defects is included, and all devices are inventoried via an administration portal.
Any existing equipment which the
client owns is purchased before
the contract is signed, and the refurbishment and resale of obsolete
hardware ensures sustainability.
Before distribution to employees,
the devices are preconfigured in
accordance with data protection
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full-service package in the rental
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mechanical engineering and logistics as well as management consultancies.

Cortado Mobile Solutions creates enterprise mobility and file sharing solutions for companies, teams and freelancers.
Whether on premises or from the cloud – Cortado solutions consistently focus on improving the user’s productivity. At the same time, the security requirements of companies are
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of the highest priority. Cortado Mobile Solutions follows the philosophy that the combination of working with native apps and the use of operating systems’ own security architecture brings the highest levels of user acceptance.
Cortado solutions are developed and tested at its headquarters in Berlin. In addition to
the highly qualified consultants in Germany, we also have experts at our branch offices
in the USA, UK, Australia and Japan ensuring availability and support for all our global
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customers.
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